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Abstract

Background:
Qualitative methodology has a growing importance in primary care research,
reflected in projects submitted for the degree of MFamMed at The Medical
University of Southern Africa (Medunsa). These projects were completed in
multilinguil settings and sought highly subjective information.This paper aimed to
demonitrate how researchers handled issues of language within their work.

Methods:
All dissertations successfully submitted for the degree of MFamMed at Medunsa
between 1993 and 2000 were examined.Those using a predominantly qualitative
methodology were subject to content analysis.

Results:
Researchers acknowledged issues of language and developed a range of strategies
to ensure the fuithful representation of their subjects' beliefs and attitudes in the
language of the final dissertation.

Conclusions: ,
Working across boundaries of language presents a potential threat to the hithful
represeitation of qualitative datalEx-aniination of these examples of qualitative
re3earch point to iome ways in which loss of meaning may be minimised.The
paper calli for a close examination of issues of language in research of this nature.

"|W I ntrod uctio n lw;,"

South Africa recognizes eleven languages
as having equal status. Health workers in
South Africa may have any, or none, of
these languages as their mother tongue.
Dealing with this diversity in the clinical
setting is an everyday experience for
most health workers.This paper explores
the question of language as it applies to
qualitative research.

Qualitative research has been described
as a family of approaches whose goal is
understanding the l ived experience of
persons,  who share t ime,  space and
cul ture. '  l t  is  considered especia l ly
appropriate to explore many of the
c o m p l e x  p h e n o m e n o n  

" t h a t  
a r e

encountered in primary care',and there
is a growing l iterature regarding its
methodology'.

The literature points to the salienge of
language within qualitative research- and
cal ls  for  phe val idat ion of  language
exchanges' but provides few examples
from primary care settings .

This growing usage of qualitative research
is reflected both in the literature and in
the teaching programmes of medical
schools, especially at postgraduate level.
This trend can be demonstrated in the
growing number of qualitative projects
submitted as dissertations in partial
requirement for the degree of MFamMed
in the Department of Family Medicine at
The Medical University of Southern Africa

(Medunsa).  Since qual i ta t ive research
seeks to uncover the meaning people
attach to themselves and the world
around them, and language is the means
whereby this meaning is expressed, it is
pertinent to ask how the question of
language is dealt with by qualitative
researchers in a multi l ingual setting.

.::W Method re:b.

I t  is  a requi rement  of  the MFamMed
degree at Medunsa that all dissertations
be presented in English,although this may
not be the mother tongue either of the
researcher, their research assistants or
of those who are the subjects of the
research.All dissertation that had been
successfully presented for the degree
between 1993 and 2000 were examined.
Those projects that had a predominantly
qualitative methodology were selected
for further analysis. Evidence was sought
regarding the authors'first language, the
language of normal discourse of the
subjects of the research and the first
language ofany assistants engaged in the
col lect ion of  data.  Descr ipt ions of
methodology were examined to ascertain
how data was collected.from whom and
by whom. Particular attention was given
to the way in which researchers moved
their data across boundaries of language
i n  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  p r o c e s s e s  o f
transcription, translation and analysis.

.:: Results ry;

Fourteen qualitative studies (Arbitrarily
referenced as studies I to 14 in the

presentation of results) were identified
from a tota l  o f  th i r ty  successfu l ly
presented for the MFamMed degree.
These studies were seeking information
in areas that were both complex and
potentially sensitive such as personal
l ifestyle, sexual behaviour and mental
hea l t h .  A l t hough  a l l  s tud ies  we re
conducted in a multilingual context, not
all of them identified language as an issue.
In general,the studies fell into two groups:

Group one: Studies where English
i s  assumed  to  be  a  common
language.
ln a number of studies the researcher

sought information from other health
care colleagues. In these, English was
assumed as l ingua fronco for both
researcher and subject alike and was the
only language employed within the study.

Ihe nurses were selected becouse their
spoken English is expected to be better
thon the other nurses due to their high
Ievel ofeducaion (Study | | - that looked
at the experience of treating patients
with AIDS)

That a second language might not be
wholly sufficient for expressing personal
material was raised in one study where
(Venda speaking) student nurses appeared
able to talk in English about their training
in the format of a focus group but, when
asked to submit similar material as a
written report, none did so (study l). ln
another study, staff working on aTB ward
were asked to talk about their working



exper ience through a focus grouP
conducted in English.

Ihe use of English, which is o second
languoge to oll members of staff, moY
hove influenced how members of the
group expressed their ideos. (Study 2)

On the other hand, doctors, many of
whom had a mother tongue other than
English, appeared to have no difficulty in
tall-ng about their participation in a higher
degree course (study 8), their perceptions
of patient centredness (Study | 2) or their
handling of sexual matters (study l0).
Otherwise, the assumption that people
who worked in Engl ish could easi lY
express deep meaning in English went
largely, but not entirely, unchallenged.
Returning to study 2;

The focus group wtth the stoff members
wos conducted in EngJish,This wos becouse
the researcher felt thot they were
sufficiently fluent and comfortoble with
fuiglish,u be oble to oyp,€ss their feelings,
ideos ond thoughts freely. This
preconception wos not checked out with
the porticiponts ond they were not given
the opportunity to porticipote in a FG
discussion in Zulu.

Group two: Studies where language
was acknowledged as an issue.

In the other studies, the differences in
language between the researcher and
those from whom information was sought
was acknowledged as problematic.There
appeared to be three strategies for dealing
with this language gap.

Strategy l: Researcher continues
despite language barrier.

Here,  the problem of  language was
acknowledged but not considered to be
sufficiently large to prevent the researcher
from personally collecting qualitative data
of a high standard.

Free attitude interviews were conducted
by the reseorcher in the vernoculor
longuoge,Tsongo. (Study 4)

The researcher did however exPress
some concern:

It wos o disodvontoge thot the interviews
were conducted in the interviewerl third
longuoge. He is foirly fluent in the
vernoculor used for the interviews.The
interviewees experienced the interviews
in their mother tongue.

Since this study was concerned with
personal l i festyles, the question arises
whether foirly fluent is sufficiend In order
that the Tsongo words ond phroses were

tronslated directly to copture os much os
possible of the original meaning, the
researcher employed a mother tongue
speaker as a research assistant to provide
a parallel translation which was used as
a check against the researchers. Ihe two
seporote tronslotjons helped copwre the true
meonings of the interviews.

Strategy 2: Researcher samples only
English speaking subjects.

ln these studies, the language gap was
considered to be too large for the
researcher to personally cross.The answer
was to select a sample from the target
population who were English speakers.
In one such study, one of the selection
criteria was;

Fluency in the English longuoge os
reseorcher had commond in this longuoge
ond distortion of the firxhond informotion
wos ovoided. (Study 9)

Some doubt  was expressed by the
researcher about the adequacy of this to
allow women to talk (to a man) about
personal health issues which included
cervical cancer;

It wos feh thot tvro of the ten interviewees
nevertheless did hove some difficulty in
expressing themselves completely, which
moy hwe affeaed the flw of informotion
from them.

ln another  s tudy,  secondary school
chifdren from different ports of the country
were selected to talk in focus grouPs
about their attitudes to patients with TB
and patients with AIDS, on the basis that
they were English speoking (study 6)
In another study that sought to limit all
transactions to English;

All the study populotion consisted of
mothers who hod o child between the
oges of3 ond l8,who could speokEnglish
well enough to Porticipote in o group
discussioa ivho lived in...,and were willing
to porticipote in o group discussion obout
sex educotion. (Study | 3)

The potential drawback of this particular
solution to the problem of language was
acknowledged;

ln the group of block mothers,there wos
the potentiol problem thot the mothers
moy not hove feh confident to discuss the
issues in  thei r  second longuage.

S t ra tegy  3 :  Resea rche r  uses
alternative interviewer.

This strategy was the most frequently
emp loyed .  He re ,  t he  resea rche rs
recognised their capacity to understand

the language of their research sub-
jects as insufficient to capture the data
being sought.

Atthougfi the reseorcher hos o reosonoble
undersunding of Zulu,she does not speok
it well enough to conduct free ottitude
interviews in this longuoge. (Study 7)

The solution here, as in other studies,
was to engage a third Person who was
considered to have sufficient capacity in
both English and the vernacular to be
entrusted with the faithful collection and
transfer of meaning across the language
divide.The third party, usually designated
as a reseorch ossistont, was frequently
another health worker, usually a nurse.
Evidence for competence in both relevant
languages was occasionally sought, but
more often assumed;

The tronslotor is o Zulu women fluent in
Zulu ond English. She possed Motic in
English and Zulu.(Study 2)

Ihe interviews ond the focus groups were
done in Zulu by the ossistont becouse
this is the first longuoge of the potients
os well os the ossistcnt. (Study 7)

The potential loss of meaning that could
occur through the necessary transfer
process of transcription and translation
was widely recognized and steps were
taken to min imise i t ,  by means of
comparing two, or more, independent
accounts;

Two tronslotors were used who mode
seporote tronslotions which were then
compored ond odjustments were mode
in order to stoy os close to the originol
text os possible. (Study 7)

The chief problem with regard to assigning
the collection of data to a third person
was the sense that the researcher handed
over this vital step in the research Process,
and could never be entirely sure about
its quality. One researcher;

Fettleft out becouse he could notinterfere
(sic) with the interview ond the first port
of dre onolysis. (Study 14)

While another recognised;

The volue of being oble to understond
people in their own longuoge connot be
overstoted and much interesting ond
valuoble informotion moy hove been lost
becouse ofthis lock offliency. (Study 2)

That this concern may be well founded
is suggested by one study (3) where a
senior nurse was assigned the task of
i n te rv iew ing  mo the rs  abou t  t he i r
perceptions of childhood diarrhoea on
the grounds thac



She is Zulu speokjng ond oble to do free
ottitude interviews in Zulu ond becouse
of her fnendty ow'wde whkh mol<x people
feel ot eose with her.

In further describing her,the researcher
notes;

She con listen very well to other people\
stories but she hos sometrmes dfficutty
in expressing her feelings ond thoughts.
I know from tolking to her before the
projed thot she hos o negotive oftitude
twrords troditionol treotmenL She tfrink
thqtit con be hormful ond dongerous ond
she often tries to dissuode potients from
using it

In the event,twenq,free owlude interviews
were conducted by this nurse,the longest
being ten minutes, the shortest one
minute and the average a little over five
minutes.

Having made the decision to assign the
task of collecting data to someone else,
researchers faced the question of what
role they should take for themselves in
the data collecting activiq/?
A  range  o f  r esponses  emerged ;

The researcher absents herself
from the data collection process.

An example of this is the researcher who;

Hos o reosonoble understonding of Zulu
(but) does not speok it well enough to
conduct free ottitude interviews in the
longuoge.., and therefore engaged three
Zulu speokins nurses to conduct the
imeryiews, leod the focus groups, tronscribe
ond tronslote the moteriol. (Study 7)

Here,the researcher made the decision
to absent herself;

For the reoson thot the interviewees might
feel less free to tolk when o third person
wos presenL

This researcher rejoined the research
process at the stage of translating the
transcripts, a process she shared with
her Zulu speaking research assistants.

The researcher remains within
the data collecting process, but
in a subsidiary role.

Another option was demonstrated by
the researcher who remained present
while three reseorch ossistonts (nurses)
proficient in the three locol languoges -
Ndebele, Zulu ond Xhoso, conducted
interviews with families of patients with

mentaf ilf ness, but who sought intetpretotion
ot certoin points in the interyiews so thot he
wos able to follow the discussion os well os
oskingfor clorifation when necessory (Study
5). In yet another study,the researcher,
having conducted some interviews with
English speaking patients, asked a research
assistant to conduct the remainder,
inc luding focus groups,  in  Zulu.  The
researcher remained present in these
interviews, acting as an audio visual
technician;

During these interviews the reseorcher
wos present as well to tope the inteMews
on video
(study 14)

Disappointment with the limited amount
of information obtained during these
qual i ta t ive studies was f requent ly
expressed and mostly ascribed to;

Non- experience ofthe reseorcher ond
his ossistonts with the ski/ls of the
quolitotive opprooch (study l4)

The re  was  howeve r ,  i n  add i t i on .
recognition that language had been a
limiting factor and a number of these
researchers were guarded in claiming that
they had been ent i re ly  successfu l  in
representing the thoughts and feelings of
their subjects in the final English text of
thei r  d isser tat ions.  They sensed the
problem was twofold. First, more might
have emerged at the level of data
collection, and second, some of what did
emerge was lost  in  the process of
transferring it across the boundaries of
language.

. / W  D i s c u s s i o n  r e : , t

This analysis is presented on the basis of
a small number of studies drawn up under
rigorous conditions for a higher degree
and which may, therefore, not be typical
of other studies conducted in these
settings. Conclusions have been drawn
by examination of the texts alone and
interviews with the authors and their
research assistants would undoubtedly
have given a more complete picture of
the problems involved in complet ing
studies of this kind.
These studies do, however, make an
important contribution, not only through
their insights into the "lived experience"
of their subjects, but also by developing
qualitative research methodology in a
multilingual setting, a methodology that
is  probably bet ter  seen as being " in
progress" rather than "settled".As well
as clearly i l lustrating the problems of
conducting this kind of research across

differences of language, culture, race and
ethnicity,they also ofier possible solutions.
By consider ing these studies some
tentative guidelines might be offered for
others wishing to further this exciting
and relevant kind of research.
. Be explicitaboutthe language exchanges

inherent in the study.

. Ask all participants in the research to
declare their preferred language of
conversation.

. When engaging interpreters, always
place competence above confidence,
en thus iasm o r  mere  ava i l ab i l i t y .

. Consider ways in which the competence
of interpreters can be objectively
demonstrated.

. Consider engaging expert l inguistic
advice at the planning stage of any
qualitative study that aims to work
across a language boundary.  (An
equivalent  would be engaging a
statistician in planning a quantitative
study)

. Within the research process, remain
with the language of the subjects for
as long as possible;for example, where
possible, analyse the data before
translating it.

. Be explicit about the way in which the
validity of language transfers is to be
demonstrated.

.  Cons ide r  t he  mak ing  o f  a  t r ue
representation of the sublect's beliefs,
attitudes and perceptions an ethical
obligation.

e- Conclusion ry

Qualitative research is likely to continue
to make important contributions to our
understanding of the lives of the recipients
of primary care services. In order for
these experiences to be fully taken into
account by the providers ofthese services
it is important that they be expressed in
a language that faithfully represents that
of their originators.This places a great
burden of responsibility upon those who
seek to conduct qualitative research
across boundaries of language.This paper
seeks to present the work of a group of
such researchers and to use thei r
experiences as a guide for future studies.
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